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URP 691: COLLOQUIUM IN URBAN & REGIONAL 

PLANNING, Fall 2014 
UB Planners: Presentations on Research and Practice  

Fridays 9-10:20 am  

Diefendorf 203, South Campus 

University at Buffalo  

 

Prof. Ernest Sternberg  

Office: Diefendorf 124 

Office Hours:   

Usually Tuesdays, 9am-Noon or 

By appointment via Ms. Norma Everett, njroot@buffalo.edu 

 

The Colloquium presents a series of guest lectures by planning faculty, faculty from other 

disciplines (including architecture) doing relevant research, PhD students, and occasional 

school guests.   Our objective is to introduce the range of interests of the instructors and 

advanced students you will meet during your studies with us.  You will find that it is a 

broad spectrum, ranging from post-communist planning in Baltic nations to advanced 

modeling of walking behavior.  You will learn about the breadth of the planning discipline 

and the varied opportunities you might have to explore specialized topics with members of 

our faculty.  You will also learn about the motivations for, and challenges of, planning 

research. 

 

Attendance is required for incoming Master of Urban Planning students. The lectures are 

open to other members of the UB community and to planning and policy professionals.  

Students will have the opportunity to ask questions and engage in discussion.  

 

The next page shows our tentative list of lectures; it will be revised and updated over the 

course of the semester. Class requirements follow below. 

 

You should be aware of UB requirements regarding academic integrity, accessibility, and 

other rights and obligations.  You investigate them at 

http://grad.buffalo.edu/Academics/Policies-Procedures/Academic-Integrity.html, 

http://www.student-affairs.buffalo.edu/ods/, and other sites provided by the UB Graduate 

School at http://grad.buffalo.edu. 

 

See the following pages for the list of lectures and class requirements. 

http://grad.buffalo.edu/Academics/Policies-Procedures/Academic-Integrity.html
http://www.student-affairs.buffalo.edu/ods/
http://grad.buffalo.edu/
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TENTATIVE LIST OF LECTURES: Changes are likely! 

1. Aug 29  Introduction. Ernest Sternberg   

2. Sep 5:  Ernest Sternberg 

“A Study of US Bridges: Lessons for Infrastructure Planning” 

**** Wednesday, Sep 10, 6 pm, Crosby 301: Robert Searns, Greenway Teams Inc., 

“The Greenway Movement: Where From, Where To and Making It Happen!” 

3. Sep 12 Dean Robert Shibley,  

“One Region Forward” 

4. Sep 18 Professor Sam Cole, TBA 

5. Sep 26 Professor So-Ra Baek  

“Safe Routes to School and Active Commuting in Amherst, NY” 

6. Oct 3 Professor Erkin Ozay, “Planning for Istanbul” 

7. Oct 10 Two presentations 

 Molly Ranahan, PhD Student, "Planning for the Social, Community, 

and Housing Needs of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Older 

Adults" 

 Ha Hwang, PhD Student, TBA 

8. Oct 17  [Assignment 1 due] Professor Harry Warren  

“Campus Design”  

9. Oct 24 Two presentations: 

 Paria Negahdarikia, PhD Student, “Outcomes from a Survey of 

University Transit Pass Users” 

 Subhashni Raj, PhD Student, "Lessons from a pre-post study of an 

urban agriculture program in Buffalo, New York” 

10. Oct 31  Professor Robert Silverman 

Shrinking Cities, Zombie Property, and Equity Planning” 

11. Nov 7 Professor Shannon Bassett: 

"Landscape and Ecology as Urbanism” 

**** Nov 7: Last day to resign class 

**** Wednesday, Nov 12, 6 pm, Crosby 301, Professor Emily Talen, Clarkson 

Visiting Chair, TBA 

12. Nov 14 Professor Edward Steinfeld, AIA 

 “Advancing Adoption of Universal Design “ 

13. Nov 21 Professor Henry Taylor,  TBA 

***** Nov 28  Fall recess, no class 

14.   Dec 5   [Assignment 2 due]. Class evaluation; Professor Ashima Krihsna, TBA 
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CLASS REQUIREMENTS The class is graded S/U.  To receive an “S,” students are 

required to: 

 Attend every session.   

 Attend selected lectures on Wednesday evenings by guests of the School of 

Architecture and Planning.  Students who cannot attend these special events 

will have to document specific conflicts with other courses or with 

employment, or have UB approved excuse 

 Submit the following two short assignments, which should be judged 

satisfactory by the instructor 

1. Your Own Research Proposal due October 17.  Write a research proposal for a 

project on a highly specialized topic of your choice, with the intent of teaching 

planners about how to be more effective in a field of practice.  

Too general: “Environmental planning and sustainability for cities”; “Future of 

urban economic development”  

Better, but still too general: “Role of tree plantings and reforestation in 

sustainable city development”; “High technology industries in local development” 

Appropriately specific: “Threats from tree diseases: Discovering best practices for 

planning healthy street trees.” “To what extend do biotechnology firms 

concentrate in certain cities, spurring local development?”  

Organize the proposal as follows 

a. A highly specific title—not “Research Proposal”  

b. Paragraph 1: Relevance or importance of the topic  

c. Paragraph 2: Through what data or research methods or both you would 

do research this topic.   

d. Paragraph 3:  Potential outcomes or policy suggestions from such a study 

e. Bibliography: Three important references on this topic. They must be 

academic studies, books, journal articles, government reports, or research 

institute reports.  Web pages not allowed.  Reference them according to 

the standard either of the University of Chicago style or the American 

Psychological Association style. You can find lots of sources on the web on 

these bibliographic styles.. 

2. Compare and contrast research (or practice projects) presented by at least three 

of our presenters during the semester.  Identify them by name.  Come to a 

conclusion about subjects of interest, research methods used, potential follow 

through, or topics deserving similar or further study.  Two pages.  Due Dec 5. 
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NOTE: GRAMMAR, FORMATTING AND WRITING QUALITY COUNT! EDIT 

BEFORE SUBMITTING 


